
  

Accounting, Module Six -  
Reconciling & Reporting 

Hi, everyone. Welcome back to QuickBooks Online for your practice. My name is Jessica Mishra, 
and this is Module Six, Reconciling and Reporting. In this module, we’ll cover the reconciliation 
process. We’ll cover basic reporting, and we’ll cover invoicing and setting up products and services. 

The main focus of this module will be reconciling and reporting, but I do want to briefly touch on how 
to create an invoice. The assumption in this training has been that you’ll be doing your billing in an 
outside system, so all of your patient invoicing or patient billing will be done not in QuickBooks 
Online. There may be an instance where you need to invoice someone. Let’s say you deliver a 
seminar, and you want to be able to bill someone. That would be done through QuickBooks. 

In that case, we want to set up some basic products and services that will be housed here in 
QuickBooks, and we’ll do that by going to the gear icon here.  

  

Go to Products and Services.  
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This is a list. You can set up some basic services in here that you might want to fill in on your 
invoices. Let’s just take an example. 

  

Let’s create a new item. Let’s say this is seminar delivery. Maybe you frequently do seminars. Let’s 
choose Service and put in seminar delivery.  
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Down here, keep this checked: I sell this product/service to my customers. You have the option to 
fill this in. This is the description that will show up on the invoice, or you can leave it blank if you 
want to customize it each time you do the invoice. Let’s say you always do a two-hour seminar. 
Then, you could fill that in, and it would populate for you. You could get even more specific: two-
hour seminar on gluten-free eating. If you do that seminar over and over, then you could have a 
specific item just for that. 
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Down here, sales price rate. You can fill this in if it’s always a set rate. Let’s say your seminar is 
always $150 for the two hours, or you can leave it blank if it is going to change. You can fill it in on 
the invoice. 

Then the income account, this part is important. This is where we link what this item is to an 
income account, so when we invoice someone, it’s going to automatically record the income into 
the income account that we choose here, so we want to make sure to choose the right account. In 
this example, it’s a seminar. I have set up a seminar income account, so we’re going to link to that, 
so anytime I invoice using this item, it’s going to automatically put that income into seminar 
income, which is really nice. 

Is taxable—this is a service, so there won’t be sales tax on it. I’m going to uncheck this. Purchasing 
information is not relevant in this example. Okay, so we can Save and Close, and it’s created this 
new item. Let’s see, where did it go? Let’s find it.  
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Seminar delivery, so that’s our new item. 

You can go through and set up a few items if there are various services that you’re offering. Then 
they will be there for you when you create your invoice. Let’s do that next. 

  

Let’s go up to the quick create. Sticking with the same example, create an invoice. We’ll choose a 
customer. Let’s say we’re delivering this seminar at something called Paleo Conference.  
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So, Paleo Conference is the customer. We need to put an email in there, so we’ll do 
test@paleoconference.com. Then, here are your terms. You can do whatever you discussed with 
them. If it’s net 30, they’re going to pay you in 30 days. Maybe it’s due on receipt, so we’ll choose 
the terms.  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Here is where you’ll enter that item that we just set up. We just set up Seminar Delivery. Just select 
the item. We’re doing a two-hour seminar on gluten-free eating. We didn’t put the rate in, so we 
can populate that now. Let’s say we agreed with them that it was going to be $200 for this one 
seminar. Let’s say that we also agreed with them that we were going to offer a 10% discount, so we 
can put in the discount percentage there, and then our total is $180. You can add in a message 
here. Remember, you can customize this if you go up to the gear icon, go to Company Settings. 
Under Sales, you can customize all of the different settings for your invoices. If you wanted to 
customize this message, you could. 

All right, so then we are ready to send off our invoice. If we hit Save and Send, it’s going to send—
and we’ll put this as “send” later—it’s going to send the email to this email address.  
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It will allow you to preview it. There’s a message again in here, and you can edit this in the same 
area I was talking about, Company Settings, or you can just edit it right here. Make sure you’re 
happy with it, and if everything looks good, then you hit Send and Close. Okay, we can’t send 
emails from the sample company, but in your company, that would work. 

All right, so that’s invoicing and setting up products and services. Let’s talk now about the 
reconciliation process. I’m going to go back to the Bank feed, Transactions, Banking.  
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The reconciliation process is very similar to if you’ve ever balanced a checkbook. What we’re 
basically doing is looking at all of the transactions that are in QuickBooks for a certain account, 
and we’re making sure that they match up to the bank statement or credit card statement. This is 
basically a double-check process. This is something to catch any errors in data entry and just to 
make sure that everything your bank said happened actually got recorded in QuickBooks. This is a 
process that really needs to be done. I see a lot of people try to just get away with not doing it, but 
it’s very important. It really does help you to catch any mistakes that might happen. 

I should mention that we want to do this process every month. When your bank statement 
releases, or your credit card statement, your credit card closes, you’ll get a statement, so you can 
download that from your online banking center. You’ll have that statement handy. Once you have 
the statement, you can go to reconcile the account. Let’s say it’s the end of May, and we’re ready to 
reconcile our checking account. 

Select the checking account here. It’s blue. If you hit Go to Register—and just a quick note before 
we move on, this is the register.  

  

This is just like in your checkbook where you have the checkbook register. This shows all of the 
transactions that have happened, so this can be helpful just in general to research something. You 
want to see when an expense went through, or you want to see if it got recorded to your checking 
account. You can always look here. This is really helpful. Over here it shows that the expense 
cleared. Eventually it will show whether it was reconciled or not. The C will turn to an R, and that 
means it is reconciled. 
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Okay, so we’re in the register. At the top here, you can see this Reconcile button. We’ll hit the 
Reconcile button.  

  

You’ve got your statement handy. Let’s say this is from May. We’ll enter in the date, the ending 
date. This is May 31 that we’re entering in. Then the beginning balance populates for you. You want 
to compare that to the statement and make sure it matches the beginning balance, because if not, 
you’re not going to be starting off on the right foot, so it’s important that that balance matches.  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Then you’ll enter in the ending balance from the statement. Let’s just say in this example it’s $500. 
We read that on the statement, entered it in, hit Okay. 

  

Then, QuickBooks is going to pull up all the transactions that happened in that period. When we 
see the little green square here, that means that it actually hit the bank, and you matched it up. If 
you don’t see this green square, it didn’t hit the bank. In these examples, where there is no green 
square, it was entered into QuickBooks, but it never actually hit your bank, or you didn’t match it 
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up. Typically, when you come in here, you’ll see all green squares. Maybe you’ll see a couple that 
aren’t matched up. That could be because it just hasn’t hit the bank yet, and it’s going to hit in the 
next couple of days. Then, it will match up on the next reconciliation. It could also be that you 
entered in a duplicate expense. For whatever reason, you’re going to need to investigate that and 
see why there is not a green square.  

Basically, what you’re doing in the reconciliation, I like to start with a fresh slate, so I like to 
uncheck everything. Just a little trick here. This “hide transactions” after the statement’s end date, I 
always uncheck that. Sometimes transactions will hide in that area, and they won’t show up, so it’s 
going to throw off your reconciliation, so just uncheck that. Go here, and check everything, and 
uncheck so that you sure that nothing is checked. Same thing over here. 

Now you can start your matching process. You’ll look on your statement.  

  

You would see do I see this charge for $175 from Bill’s Windsurf Shop? If yes, check it. You’re just 
going to go through it. As you see it on the statement, check it off here. Again, most likely, if it’s on 
the statement, then it should have a green square over here, meaning that it actually hit the bank, 
and you matched it up. 

Once you go through and match everything that you see on your statement, you want to do it on 
both sides. Your deposits are on one side, and your checks and payments are on the other. Then, 
ideally, when that is done, this difference down here should be a zero. This is just an example, so in 
this one it’s not going to be zero, but when you’re doing an actual reconciliation and you’re 
finished, the difference should be zero. If it’s not, that means there is some discrepancy, so that’s 
where you have to go in and investigate. Maybe there was an extra expense, like this one, for 
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example, that never matched to the bank. So, investigate why that never matched up. Maybe it’s 
coming later, so we’ll just uncheck it for now. Maybe it was a duplicate. If it’s a duplicate, I can click 
into it. I don’t need it, so I’m just going to delete it. 

You do that little investigation process, and then hopefully you get to zero at that point. Once your 
difference is zero, then you can hit Finish Now. If your difference isn’t zero, you don’t want to hit 
Finish Now because it’s going to try to create an adjusting entry, which we really want to try to 
avoid if at all possible. We’ll just keep investigating until we can get to zero, and then you would hit 
Finish Now. I’m not going to finish this one, since this is not at zero.  

When you hit Finish Now, it’s going to take you to a screen that shows you that you’ve reconciled 
it. You have the option there to click on the line that you just reconciled and print a report. That’s a 
reconciliation report. I recommend that you file that reconciliation report with your bank statement 
that you just reconciled and with any supporting receipts that might be supporting all of your 
transactions here, any deposits, or any receipts or invoices. Then, file that in Dropbox. If you want 
to go out of this screen and come back later, you can always hit Finish Later. 

All right, so that’s the reconciliation process. We want to do that for all of your bank accounts and 
all of your credit cards, so that’s something that will be done monthly for each account that you 
have connected here. 

The last topic we’re going to discuss is reporting. Reporting is very important because that is 
where you’re going to see all of the data come together, so you’re going to see what is going on in 
your business, what is your net income like, what is your balance sheet. Your balance sheet is a 
snapshot of how your business looks in time, so it will show your assets, basically what you own, 
and what you owe. That’s what we always say for the balance sheet—what you owe and what you 
own. It’s going to show any liabilities. It will show your equity. 

I’ll show you the two very basic reports that I would recommend running every month to help you 
be in touch with your business. There are tons of other reports that you can run just based on what 
you want to see about your business. Maybe you want to see a report of supplement sales or all 
the lab sales that you’ve had. You can pretty much slice and dice the information however you 
want it. You can even pull reports into Excel, so there are a lot of options, but I’ll show you the 
Reporting center. 

We’ll go here to Reports. Let’s just start with our first report.  
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I was talking about the profit and loss, and that’s going to show your income minus your expenses 
to get to your net income. We’ll see. This is our test account. We have this lawn services account. 
This is all of their income. You’ve got total income here, costs of goods sold to get to your gross 
profit. A gross profit is always income minus cost of goods sold. Then you have your expenses 
down here, more of your overhead-type expenses, and that will reach your net income.  

This is a very telling report. There is a lot of information in here. You can always click into each 
line item.  
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If you’re curious what makes up Design Income, click right into it, and it will show you the line 
items that make up Design Income. 

I typically recommend for people who are viewing the reports, if it is someone who has access to 
QuickBooks Online, then go ahead and grab the report from QuickBooks because then you can 
click into—it’s more active. You can click into the different items, see what makes it up. I find that 
to be very helpful. 

Okay, so this is your profit and loss. Now we have the option to customize reports and even save 
those customizations so you don’t have to do the customization every month. Let’s say we want to 
customize this report.  
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We’re going to run it for this year-to-date. That’s great. This year-to-date is showing everything 
from the beginning of the year to date. Cash basis is usually what you want unless you know that 
you’re accrual based. 

We want to see this one by month, so let’s choose months, and then go ahead and hit Run Report.  

  

Now you’ll see our profit and loss by month, a little bit more telling than the other report.  
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If I’m happy with this, and I know I want to run this every month, I’m going to save the 
customizations. I’ll call this Profit and Loss YTD by Month. You can add it to a group if you want. 
You can have different groups with different types of reports in them. You usually want to share 
the report if you want other company users to be able to see it, so I’m going to click Share Report.  
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Okay. So, to show you where that ends up, you go to the reporting center, My Customer Reports. 
Now you have this listing of custom reports that you’ve created. That’s very helpful, a big time saver. 

We can always customize this further. It is really any way that you want to see the information. If 
you even want to compare—let’s say we want to compare each month to a previous period. You 
can click Previous Period, Run Report.  

  

So, now I can compare this month to the previous month, so that can be helpful. You can run the 
profit and loss just by month if you just want to see it for the current month or for the past month. 
That’s helpful. A lot of ways to look at it. 

Let’s go back and look at a balance sheet. That’s another report that is very important for your business.  
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This one is run year-to-date. Like I was mentioning before, this is what you own and what you owe. 
You’ve got your assets up here, current assets such as your checking account, accounts receivable. 
You probably won’t have accounts receivable, again, if you’re doing your billing in an outside 
system. You might have inventory, so that would show up here. Fixed assets that you own. Then, 
you’ve got your liabilities and equity down here. Your assets will always balance with your liabilities 
and equity. Your liabilities will be things such as credit card balances that you owe, maybe sales 
tax, longer-term liabilities, and loans. Then your equity down here, we were talking about owner’s 
contribution and owner’s draw. That will show up when you have that set up, so you’ll see how 
much you contributed to the business and how much you’ve drawn out of the business. Retained 
earnings is typically earnings from a past year that have been left in the business, so they’re 
retained. Then, your net income shows up in here.  

This is just another report to go through and look at and see if anything looks unusual to you. Start 
to notice. Start to be comfortable with your reports. Let’s say—what’s a good one? The board of 
equalization payable. You feel like you just paid this, and there shouldn’t be a balance in there. 
Click on it and see what makes it up. Starting to get used to the various line items and aware of 
what is going on in each item. 

I promised in the last module that I would show you a report that will help with running 1099s. 
Let’s go to that. Go to All Reports.  
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What this report is, it’s a transaction list by vendor. Click on it. I’m going to run it for this year-to-date.  

  

This will show a listing of each transaction for each vendor. If there are vendors that you need to 1099 
at the end of the year, again, it’s usually vendors that you’ve paid $600 or more to, you can see that 
here. The annoying part about this report is there is no total. What I do is export it to Excel.  
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Up here, you can export to Excel. Then, I’ll put in the totals on the Excel spreadsheet, and then I 
can see if different vendors are over $600. 

There are some other criteria that you want to look at before you issue a 1099 to a vendor. Like, for 
example, if they are a corporation, you don’t have to issue a 1099. You would just want to look 
through the vendors, think about how much you paid them, and then also if there are any other 
criteria that maybe allow you to not issue a 1099. This is a very helpful report, and you can always 
save the customizations and save it to your Custom Reports. 
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Okay. One other thing I want to show up in the Reporting center is the management reports. This is 
a nice feature that allows you to put together a packet of reports. You can go into—let’s just take 
this company overview.  

  

It will create a cover page. I’ll show you that. It will create a table of contents. Then, you’re able to—
you can put notes in here. You’re able to pull in reports right here on this screen. You can add from 
the custom reports that you’ve created, and you can pull in a series of reports. Then, you can just 
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use this packet over and over, so every month you can run this, and you can give the whole packet 
to other partners, shareholders, other people who you want to review the reports with you. This 
makes it a lot easier, and then you don’t have to pull out each report, download it, etc. You can just 
run this packet and have all the reports together, so kind of a nice feature. 

Okay, so that ends our training. We’ve gone through a lot of information. We’ve gone through all of 
the centers pretty much: Reporting, Reconciling, Invoicing, Recording Expenses, the Banking 
center. Just play around in this test account. That can be a good way to sort of practice some of 
the material that we’ve gone over. Definitely reach out if you have any questions. Please enjoy 
QuickBooks Online. I think you’ll really have a good time running your business through this 
software. I think it’s great. So, again, reach out if you have questions, and thanks for watching.
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